
Idea in brief: 

the scene will start with what looks like an arrested princess in 

a castle, the princess shouting from a window : help… help, 

then the brave knight will notice that and decide to save her, 

after that he will start attacking the castle guards, after getting 

rid of them and reach the (mad) princess room-or whatever she 

is, and asking her to leave the room with him, she sticks in her 

place, the knight will be surprised ,then she will tell him that 

she was looking for help because her mobile-phone battery will 

run out of charge(battery low sign),then the brave guy will act 

like he response and in a fast move leave and go back with a 

phone adapter, the brave guy will enter the room and the 

camera come from his back, until his back cover the camera 

(dim to black) the scene will be like this: the brave guy stand 

near the window and the princess strangled using the phone 

adapter in the top middle of her room. while the brave guy 

standing near the window and take long continuous breaths, 

then he will start noticing many people (female sound) from 

different places shouting Help, Help, the guy will be desperate, 

Finally he will stand by the window and shoot himself with his 

gun(this scene could be after- or during the credits) . 
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Notes 

1 Establishing shot showing the (low poly) street where the whole 
scene will happen until the camera show the brave guy walking 
nearby the castle. 

*For all shots: camera 
movement/layout will be 
defined in the pre-vis step 
not in the storyboard. 
 
*The short length will not be 
longer than minute and a 
half. 
 
*Last scene, may be while 
the credits start. 
 
*No realistic details for the 
buildings/props/ characters, 
everything will be as simple 
as possible. 
 
*The style of this short tend 
to be cartoony and stylized. 
 
The general theme of the 
short is: fun and silliness.  

2 While the camera still focusing on the brave guy he will start listening 
to a woman shouting from a window help, help, the camera will take 
the guy’s place to track the woman from the window. 

3 The guy is thinking how he will pass the castle guards and save the 
princess, then he decides attacking them 

4 Fighting scene with the guards ends up with getting rid of them by the 
brave guy 

5 The guy enters the castle and go upstairs to find the princess room, 
when he reaches her room trying to open the door by force 

6 After the guy opens the door (silent romantic moment ends with a loud 
shout: Hellllllp, and the princess shows her mobile phone about to run 
out of charge. 

7 The guy will be surprised, and with a fast move close the door and 
leave then go back holding a phone adapter in his hand 

8 Camera from the guy’s back while he is entering the room until the 
scene dim to black 

9 The camera is close to the guy (in focus), then he will be out of focus 
and the princess will be in focus and strangled by the phone adapter 
and swinging left and right 

10 Exterior scene: from the room window, the guy is standing by the 
window and taking long breaths, then start listening to many voices 
coming from different directions also shouting help,, help 

11 the camera far from the scene, the guy is standing on the window rim 
and shoot himself and fall down. 


